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The Maxwell extension of the aﬃne algebra in four dimensions with additional tensor generator is given. 
Using the methods of nonlinear realizations, we ﬁnd the transformation rules for the group parameters 
and the corresponding generators. Gauging the Maxwell-aﬃne algebra we present two possible invariant 
actions for gravity: one is ﬁrst order and the other one is second order in the aﬃne curvature. We notice 
that equations of motion for the action, second order in the aﬃne curvature, lead to the generalized 
Bianchi identities on the choice of appropriate coeﬃcients for a particular solution of the constraint 
equation.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
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Following the pioneering work of Bacry [1], the idea of Maxwell 
symmetry has been systematically studied by Schrader [2], and 
has received much attention, starting again with Soroka [3], over 
the past 10 years or so. The attention has focused mainly on 
two distinct directions: one with the dynamical particle realiza-
tion both relativistic and super-symmetric [4–7] and the second 
direction is the localization of the Maxwell symmetry in order to 
get extended gravity theories [8,9]. The formulation of different 
types of Maxwell gravities has already been studied in [10–14]. In 
these theories, the Maxwell extension was applied to the Poincare, 
super-Poincare and (A)dS groups. With this motivation, we have 
presented the Maxwell-aﬃne gravity in a similar fashion by ap-
plying the methods of [10–14]. We have already taken one step 
further than the authors of these papers by adding a dilation gen-
erator into the algebra [15] and in the present paper we will 
consider the enlargement of the Maxwell algebra to include the 
generators of the aﬃne transformations.
The aim of this paper is to establish the framework of the gauge 
theory of the Maxwell-aﬃne group, MA(4, R). This will be done 
by constructing the noncentral extension of the aﬃne group. As we 
shall see, the Maxwell-aﬃne algebra is constructed from the trans-
lation generators Pa and the noncentral extension Zab together 
with the gl(4, R) generators Lab .
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SCOAP3.The Maxwell-aﬃne group would appear to be a more relevant 
extension of the Maxwell group. We extend this theory to address, 
in particular, the gauge model of the most general metric aﬃne 
gravity carrying both nontrivial torsion and nonmetricity. If one 
gauges the Maxwell-aﬃne group and additionally allows a metric, 
then one ends up with the generalized metric aﬃne gravity.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, af-
ter reviewing some properties of the aﬃne algebra, we study its 
extensions as described in [16,17]. Applying the techniques of non-
linear coset realization [18–21] to the Maxwell-aﬃne group, the 
transformation rules for generalized coordinates are found and ex-
plicit expressions for the generators of the Maxwell-aﬃne algebra 
are given. In Section 3, we present two types of action for gravity 
based on gauged Maxwell-aﬃne algebra, one with ﬁrst order and 
the other one with second order in the aﬃne curvature. We derive 
and discuss the ﬁeld equations for both actions. Finally, Section 4
concludes the paper.
2. Aﬃne algebra and its tensor extension
The aﬃne group, A(4, R), is a group of all linear transforma-
tions in four-dimensional space [22]:
xa
′ = a′bxb + ca (1)
and it can be written as a semi direct product of its homoge-
neous and inhomogeneous parts namely the general linear group, 
GL(4, R), and the translational group T 4 parts respectively. The 20 
generators of the aﬃne transformation can be decomposed into  under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by 
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]= i(δcbLad − δadLcb)[
Lab, Pc
]= −iδac Pb
[Pa, Pb] = 0 (2)
where the tensor indices a, b take the values (0, 1, 2, 3). The el-
ements of the aﬃne group are here represented by exponentials 
according to
g(x, ω˜) = eixa Paeiω˜baLab (3)
where xa, ˜ωba are the real parameters and eiω˜
b
a Lab ∈ GL(4, R)
[23,24].
The Maxwell extension of the aﬃne algebra can be constructed 
in complete analogy to the Maxwell algebra obtained by [16,17]. 
To construct the Maxwell extension of the aﬃne group, we need 
to introduce the Maurer–Cartan form deﬁned by
 = −ig−1dg (4)
where g is a general element of the aﬃne group. This left invariant 
1-form satisﬁes the Maurer–Cartan structure equation:
d + i
2
[,] = 0. (5)
For the aﬃne case, we have
da P + aLb ∧ b P = 0 (6)
daLb + aLc ∧ c Lb = 0 (7)
where the small Latin indices are coordinate and the capital letters 
are the generator labels. Freezing the GL(4, R) degrees of freedom 
(Lab → 0), the most general closed invariant 2-form which cannot 
be written as the differential of an invariant 1-form is of the form
2 = f[ab]a P ∧ b P (8)
where the constant parameter f[ab] is a second rank antisymmetric 
tensor and our antisymmetrization is deﬁned by f[ab] = fab − fba . 
Therefore, we ﬁnd that the non-trivial 2-form is an antisymmetric 
tensor representation of the GL(4, R) group. The 1-form poten-
tial associated with this 2-form is denoted by Zab and satisfy the 
Maurer–Cartan structure equation
dab Z − 1
2
a P ∧ b P = 0 (9)
where the coeﬃcient (− 12 ) chosen for notational convenience. 
When the general linear transformation is included, the extended 
set of Maurer–Cartan 1-forms satisﬁes the equations
da P + aLb ∧ b P = 0
daLb + aLc ∧ c Lb = 0
dabZ + [a|Lc ∧ c|b] Z −
1
2
aP ∧ bP = 0 (10)
where the second term in the third equation implies that Zab
generators transform as a tensor with respect to GL(4, R) transfor-
mations. Eqs. (10) implies the 26-dimensional the Maxwell-aﬃne 




]= i(δcbLad − δadLcb)[
Lab, Pc
]= −iδac Pb
[Pa, Pb] = i Zab[
Lab, Zcd
]= i(δad Zbc − δac Zbd). (11)To realize the group action on MA(4, R)/GL(4, R), we make 
use of the formula
g(a, ε,u)K (x, θ) = K (x′, θ ′)h(ω˜) (12)
where α, 	, u are the real parameters for spacetime translations, 
tensorial translations and general linear group transformation re-
spectively. The above formula deﬁnes the non-linear group action, 
choosing the exponential parametrization for the coset
K (x, θ) = eixpeiθ Z (13)
where the real variables xa, θab are the coset parameters and
h(ω˜) = eiω˜ba Lab (14)
is an element of stability subgroup GL(4, R). It can be easily 
evaluated through the use of the well known Baker–Hausdorff–
Campbell formula:
eAeB = eA+B+ 12 [A,B] (15)
which holds when [A, B] commutes with both A and B . The trans-
formation laws of the coset space parameters under the inﬁnitesi-
mal action of the MA(4, R) are
δxa = aa + uabxb
δθab = εab − 1
4
a[axb] + u[a|cθ c|b]
ω˜ab = uab (16)
where the antisymmetrization is deﬁned by x[a yb] = xa yb − xb ya
throughout the paper and the corresponding generators are




Lab = i(xa∂b + 2θac∂bc) (17)
where ∂a = ∂∂xa , ∂ab = ∂∂θab , and our θ derivative is deﬁned by 
∂abθ
cd = 12 (δcaδdb − δcbδda ). One can check that these differential 
generators fulﬁll the Maxwell-aﬃne algebra and veriﬁes self-
consistency of Jacobi identities.
3. Gauging the Maxwell-aﬃne algebra
In order to gauge the Maxwell-aﬃne algebra we follow the 
procedure of [8] where the gauging of the Maxwell algebra were 
discussed. For an earlier discussion of gauging the aﬃne algebra 
see [25,26]. The nonlinear gauge theories of gravity on the basis 
of the aﬃne group, A(4, R), as the principal group was used in 
[22–24]. More complete references on the aﬃne gauge theory and 
the metric aﬃne gravity up to 1995 can be found in [27]. To this 
end, we introduce the 1-form potential
A= ea Pa + Bab Zab + ω˜baLab (18)
where ea = eaμdxμ , Bab = Babμdxμ and ω˜ab = ω˜aμbdxμ are vector 
ﬁelds with respect to the spacetime index μ. The variation of these 
ﬁelds under inﬁnitesimal gauge transformations in tangent space is 
given by
δA= −dζ − i [A, ζ ] (19)
with the gauge generator
ζ (x) = ya (x) Pa + ϕab(x)Zab + λba(x)Lab (20)
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tensorial space, and λba(x) are the general linear transformation 
parameters. The transformation properties of the 26 gauge ﬁelds 
under inﬁnitesimal MA(4, R) are
δea = −dya − ω˜ab yb + λab eb
δBab = −dϕab − ω˜[a|cϕc|b] + λ[a|c Bc|b] + 1
2
e[a yb]
δω˜ab = −dλab − ω˜acλcb + λacω˜cb (21)





= Fa Pa + Fab Zab + R˜baLab (23)
we ﬁnd
Fa = dea + ω˜ab ∧ eb
Fab = dBab + ω˜[a|c ∧ Bc|b] − 1
2
ea ∧ eb
R˜ab = dω˜ab + ω˜ac ∧ ω˜cb (24)
These are the general-aﬃne torsion, a new curvature 2-form for 
tensor generator Zab , and the general-aﬃne curvature 2-form re-
spectively. Under an inﬁnitesimal gauge transformation with pa-
rameters ζ , the curvature 2-form  transform as
δ= i [ζ,] (25)
and hence one gets
δFa = −R˜ab yb + λab F b
δFab = −R˜[a|cϕc|b] + λ[a|c F c|b] − 1
2
y[a F b]
δ R˜ab = λac R˜cb − R˜acλcb. (26)
Having found the transformations of the gauge ﬁelds and the 
curvatures, we are ready to look for invariant Lagrangian’s under 
these transformations. We assume that the generalized gravita-
tional Lagrangian 4-form to be gauge invariant under the homoge-
neous local GL(4, R) subgroup only. To construct a gauge invariant 
Lagrangian 4-form which is ﬁrst order in the aﬃne curvature, we 
start from the Euler density in four dimensions and substitute each 
curvature by a concircular curvature [28].
Rab → Rab(μ) = Rab − μea∧eb (27)
where the last term recalls the contribution to Lorentz curva-
ture Rab in (A)dS gravity, enters through the new gauge ﬁeld 
strength Fab . In the light of this substitution we combine the cur-
vatures R˜ab and Fab into a single curvature as follows
J ab(μ) = R˜ae geb − μFab (28)
where we introduce an additional symmetric tensor ﬁeld, gab , 
called the premetric tensor ﬁeld [29]. It does not represent the 
metric of spacetime. The components of the premetric are GL(4, R)
tensor valued 0-forms. The inﬁnitesimal transformation of premet-
ric under local GL(4, R) is
δgab = λac gcb + λbc gac = λ (a|c gc|b) (29)
and its minimal coupling is
Qab =Dgab = dgab + ω˜ (a|c gc|b) (30)where the symbol ( ), around the indices, denote symmetrization 
and D = d + ω˜ with ω˜ = iω˜baρ(Lab) is the covariant exterior 
derivative of a ﬁeld of representation type ρ with respect to the 
GL(4, R). If one identiﬁes gab as the spacetime metric, then Qab
becomes the nonmetricity. At this point the following two remarks 
are in order. First, by introducing the premetric symmetric ﬁeld 
stems from non-ﬂatness of group space in ordinary aﬃne gauge 
theory in contrast to the local Lorentz group, the space deﬁned 
by this group is ﬂat and characterized by ﬂat Minkowski metric 
[30]. The second remarks concerns the lack of existence of a metric 
structure for the aﬃne group. Due to index structure of the curva-
ture 2-forms R˜ab and Fab , one needs an additional tensor ﬁeld gab
to contract the R˜ab as R˜ae geb . It allows us to form the combina-
tion of R˜ae geb and Fab into a single curvature, J ab which enables 
to write the gauge invariant action linear in curvature.
After these preliminaries we start from the following gauge in-




J ∧∗ J = 1
4μ
∫
ηabcdJ ab ∧J cd (31)
where  = 8πG is the Einstein’s gravitational constant, μ is the 
cosmological constant and ηabcd = √−g εabcd . Writing out J ab in 








eb ∧ R˜c f g f d − 2μR˜ae geb ∧ F cd
+ μ2Fab ∧ F cd
)
(32)
where the ﬁrst term corresponds to the Euler-like term, the second 
term is the Maxwell extension of the action given in [31] for the 
generalization of the Einstein Hilbert action to the aﬃne case and 
the last term is the cosmological part of the action. After setting 
up the action one discovers that variation with respect to ω˜ba gives 
the generalized torsion
D (gac∗Jbc)− 2μBac ∧∗ Jbc = 0 (33)
While variation with respect to the vierbein ﬁeld ea gives the ﬁeld 
equation
∗Jab ∧ eb = 0. (34)
By a variation with respect to premetric ﬁeld gab , we get
R˜c(a ∧∗ Jc|b) − 12 gabJ
cd ∧∗ Jcd = 0 (35)
where symmetrization is deﬁned by A(a ∧ Bb) = Aa ∧ Bb + Ab ∧ Ba . 
Finally, variation with respect to Bab leads to
D∗Jab = 0. (36)
We conclude our discussion by emphasizing that Eq. (35) is the 
generalization of the equation given in [32]. Remaining three equa-
tions of motion are local GL(4, R) modiﬁed version of de Azcar-
raga et al.’s equations of motion [8]. Thus, the ﬁeld equations of 
Einstein–Cartan like theory are recovered.
To construct gauge invariant action whose Lagrangian 4-form, 
second order in curvatures, we start from the Pontryagin densities 
in 4 dimensions and substitute each product of two curvatures [28]
according to
Rab ∧ Rba → Rab (μ) ∧ Rba (μ) − γ Fa ∧ Fa (37)
where γ is a dimensionful constant ([γ ] = (mass)2) and Rab
is a Lorentz curvature. This time we chose our curvature as
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Yab ∧Yba + 1
ρ
∫
Fa ∧ Fa (38)
where ρ = − 2γ . By construction the action Eq. (38) is manifestly 
diffeomorphism invariant and possesses local GL(4, R) invariance. 
The ﬁeld equations follow from the variation of the action. From 
the variation of Eq. (38) with respect to ω˜ we get the following 
equation for the generalized torsion tensor
DYab − μ [B,Y] ab + 
ρ
[e, F ] ab = 0 (39)
where [B,Y] ab denotes taking the wedge product on the form part 
and the commutator on the Lie algebra part, i.e. [B,Y] ab = (Bac ∧
Ycb −Yac ∧ Bcb), similarly we have [e, F ] ab = (ea ∧ Fb − Fa ∧ eb). 
Furthermore, the e variation of the action gives following two 
equations











DFa = 0 (40)
and ﬁnally
DYab = 0 (41)
obtained by varying with respect to the B . Substituting Eq. (41)
into Eq. (39) and taking exterior covariant derivative and making 
use of Eq. (40) leads the following constraint equation
Fac ∧ R˜cb − R˜ac ∧ F cb = 0. (42)
From the special solution of Eq. (42)
R˜cb = −μF cb (43)
we get
Yab = −2μFab = 2R˜ab (44)
If we insert this solution to the equations of motion, we arrive 
at the result that equations of motion are the generalized Bianchi 






DFab = R˜[a|c ∧ Bc|b] − 1
2
F [a ∧ eb] = 0
DFa = R˜ab ∧ eb
D R˜ab = 0. (45)
For completeness let us give the conservation laws which follow 
from the invariance of the action under the local MA(4, R) sym-
metry. Under diffeomorphism, the variation of the Lagrangian is 
given by its Lie derivative lξL = diξL + iξdL along ξ . Now dL = 0
because L is a top form and the ﬁrst term is a total divergence 




In order to show the diffeomorphism invariance of the action ex-




δea ∧ Ea + δBab ∧ Vab + δω˜ba ∧ Cab (47)then one gets the following conservation rules
DEa + Vab ∧ eb = 0
DVab = 0
DCab + 2Bac ∧ Vcb + ea ∧ Eb = 0 (48)
where Ea , Cab , and Vab are Einstein, Cartan and Maxwell 3-forms 
respectively. They can be found from actions Eq. (32) and Eq. (38)
for the respective Lagrangians.
4. Conclusion
In the present paper we enlarged the general aﬃne algebra by 
using an antisymmetric tensor generator and constructed a non-
linear realization of the Maxwell-aﬃne group on its coset space 
with respect to the general linear group. We have shown two new 
set of ﬁeld equations within the framework of the Maxwell-aﬃne 
gauge theory of gravity starting from Euler density, we formed an 
action which is linear in the aﬃne curvature leading to the gener-
alized Einstein–Hilbert action and thus generalizing the results of 
[32], and we have also constructed an action second order in cur-
vatures by making use of Pontryagin density which in turn led to 
the generalized Bianchi identities.
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